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A coupled-perturbed Kohn-Sham treatment for the calculation of hyperfine tensors has been implemented
into the MAG-ReSpect program. It treats spin-orbit contributions to hyperfine tensors by a combination of
accurate and efficient approximations to the one- and two-electron spin-orbit Hamiltonians: (a) by the all-
electron atomic mean-field approximation, and (b) by spin-orbit pseudopotentials. In contrast to a previous
implementation, the code allows the use of hybrid functionals and lifts restrictions in the orbital and auxiliary
basis sets that may be employed. Validation calculations have been performed on various transition metal
complexes, as well as on a series of small diatomic molecules. In the case of a series of copper(II) complexes,
the spin-orbit contributions are large, and their inclusion is essential to achieve agreement with experiment.
Calculations with spin-orbit pseudopotentials allow the efficient simultaneous introduction of scalar relativistic
and spin-orbit effects in the case of light nuclei in the neighborhood of heavy atoms.

1. Introduction

Hyperfine coupling (HFC) tensors are sensitive probes of the
spin-density distribution in molecules and thereby provide a
large part of the information of an electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) spectrum. In view of the importance of EPR
spectroscopy in many areas of chemistry, biochemistry or
materials science, accurate quantum-chemical calculations of
hyperfine tensors are of central importance in the prediction
and analysis of EPR spectra in various fields.1 Such computa-
tions have turned out to be particularly difficult for transition
metal complexes. As extended post-Hartree-Fock ab initio
methods are computationally too demanding to be applied to
transition metal systems of chemically relevant size, density
functional theory (DFT) offers currently the only practical
approach to reasonably accurate calculations of hyperfine tensors
in transition metal systems. Particularly the isotropic hyperfine
couplings, however, are frequently difficult to obtain accurately,
due to the need to describe well the important core-shell spin
polarization without introducing spin contamination due to
exaggerated valence-shell spin polarization.2,3 Currently, there
is no perfect exchange-correlation functional available that
would provide consistently good performance for hyperfine
couplings in all cases.

The second problem to be dealt with are relativistic effects
on the HFC tensors, including both scalar (spin-free) relativistic
(SR) and spin-orbit (SO) effects. These are known to influence
already the HFC results for 3d transition metal complexes
appreciably, and they have to be considered for quantitative
evaluation. In this article we concentrate on a new perturbation-
theoretical implementation of SO effects on HFC tensors.

The theoretically most satisfying approach toward relativistic
calculation of HFC tensors would be a fully relativistic treatment

at the four-component level (as recently reported at the Dirac-
Fock level).4 However, this is currently too demanding to be
of use for larger systems, in particular because the inclusion of
electron correlation and spin polarization is required. An
alternative is provided by transformed two-component Hamil-
tonians such as the zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA)5

or the Douglas-Kroll-Hess (DKH) method.6 A ZORA imple-
mentation in the ADF program has become quite popular for
HFC calculations by DFT.7,8 An as yet unsolved problem is,
however, that currently a two-component treatment is only
available at the spin-restricted (ROKS) level (whereas one-
component ZORA calculations may include spin polarization
at the unrestricted Kohn-Sham (UKS) level). Provided the SO
coupling is not too large, the perturbative inclusion of SO effects
offers a practical way to include both SO contributions and spin
polarization within a UKS-based treatment.

Several such second-order perturbation theory DFT ap-
proaches to calculate SO corrections to HFC tensors have been
proposed. Though most implementations have relied on semiem-
pirical one-electron SO operators,2,9-11 we have recently
reported12 the first calculations using accurate ab initio ap-
proximations to the full microscopic one- and two-electron
Breit-Pauli SO Hamiltonian. These were (a) the all-electron
atomic mean-field approximation,13 and (b) SO pseudopotentials
(“effective core potentials”, SO-ECPs).14-17 Test calculations
of HFC tensors in a series of model systems, using local density
(LDA) and generalized gradient-approximation (GGA) exchange-
correlation functionals, have provided reasonable agreement
between these two approaches, as well as with experiment,
provided that the underlying nonrelativistic (NR) parts of the
HFC tensor were computed accurately.

Our implementation of ref 12 suffered still from limitations
in the underlying deMon-KS18 and deMon-NMR-EPR19 codes.
These were (a) the restriction of both orbital basis sets and
auxiliary basis sets for the fit of electron density and exchange-
correlation potential to angular momentuml e 2, and (b)
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restriction to LDA and GGA functionals, due to the lack of
four-center two-electron integrals. This precludes the use of
hybrid functionals that include a fraction of exact exchange.
As the recent results of Neese10 suggested larger SO corrections
to HFC tensors in transition metal complexes when using hybrid
functionals (and thereby potentially better agreement with
experiment), we have now transferred our accurate ab initio type
implementation of ref 12 to the framework of the MAG-ReSpect
program,20 which does not suffer from the above-mentioned
restrictions. We report here the first validation study of the new
implementation, mainly for transition metal complexes, compar-
ing GGA and hybrid functionals.

2. Theory
The details of the second-order perturbation treatment of HFC

tensors have been provided in refs 10 and 12. Here we repeat
only the salient features of the approach.12 The part of the ESR
spin Hamiltonian21 pertaining to hyperfine coupling is usually
written as

Using the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian and a vector potential
corresponding to a pointlike magnetic dipole moment of nucleus
K, one ends up with two contributions to lowest order (up to
R2), the isotropic Fermi-contact termAFC, and the anisotropic
dipolar coupling,Adip. Within a single-determinantal LCAO
approach, these may be expressed as

whereγK is the gyromagnetic ratio of nucleusK, andge is the
free-electrong value (2.002319...).〈SZ〉 is the maximum value
of the spin projection andPµ,ν

R-â is the spin density matrix in the
atomic orbital basis{øµ}. AFC and Adip contribute to the
nonrelativistic (NR) part of the HFC tensor.

The dominant SO correction term arises as a second-order
coupling term. To enable calculations with hybrid functionals,
a coupled-perturbed Kohn-Sham (CPKS) treatment had to be
implemented into the MAG-ReSpect program. Our CPKS
implementation for SO corrections to HFCs in MAG-ReSpect
is based on our analogousg tensor code22 and differs from
Neese’s previous implementation10 (which has been the first
CPKS treatment of SO corrections to HFC tensors) mainly by
the approximations in the SO matrix elements (see below). In
this scheme the SO contribution is written as a cross term
between one- and two-electron SO HamiltonianhSO and the
perturbed Fock operatorF′K:

with F′K,v ) (lv/r3) - a0∑k)1
n/2 K′k,v, where (lv/r3) is the paramag-

netic nuclear-spin electron-orbit (PSO) operator,K′k,v is the
response exchange operator (summed over alln/2 occupied
orbitals), anda0 is the weight of HF exchange depending on
the specific hybrid functional used. In the case of “nonhybrid”
functionals that do not depend on nonlocal Hartree-Fock
exchange, such as the BP86 GGA functional, an uncoupled DFT
approach is appropriate (possibly modified by Malkin’s sum-
over-states density functional perturbation theory correction
terms23), as detailed in ref 12. Becausea0 in this case is zero,
the second part of the expression forF′k vanishes, leading to
the common PSO operator. For a fuller description of the
symbols appearing in eq 4, please refer to ref 12.

An additional diamagnetic part (with both one and two
electron contributions) which gives an additional first-order
contribution toA, is neglected due to its general smallness.12

The totalA tensor may thus be expressed as

For better comparison with experimental values the SO cor-
rection toA is given in terms of an isotropic pseudocontact
(PC) and traceless dipolar (“dip,2”) term.

For axially symmetric sites,Adip andAdip,2 refer to the principal
components of the corresponding traceless tensors (-Adip,
-Adip, 2Adip) where 2Adip is the component in the direction
along the molecular axis. For axially nonsymmetric sites the
three principal components of the traceless tensors are presented
individually.

3. Computational Details

In contrast to the previous deMon implementation,12 the
current work did not rely on fitting of charge density or
exchange-correlation potential but computed four-center two-
electron integrals explicitly. The BP86 GGA functional24-26 and
the B3PW91 hybrid functional27,28were compared. Unless noted
otherwise, in all DFT calculations an integration grid with 64
radial points with fine angular quadrature (corresponding to ca.
5000-5500 grid points per atom) has been used. In addition,
in some cases the B3LYP functional27,29was used for compari-
son in calculations of the NR part of the HFC tensors. In the
latter calculations (and in a few comparative BP86-based
calculations), the SCF part was done with the Gaussian98
program30 (the tight program option was used for SCF conver-
gence criteria, corresponding to 10-8 au in energies and
densities), and the Kohn-Sham orbitals were transferred to
MAG-ReSpect by suitable interface routines23 (the LYP cor-
relation functional is currently being implemented in ReSpect).

For 3d transition metals, a (15s11p6d)/[9s7p4d] basis con-
structed specifically for HFC calculations2 has been used. Ligand
atoms were treated by Huzinaga-Kutzelnigg-type basis sets BII
and BIII.31,32For a series of diatomics we compare all-electron
and ECP calculations (the SCF part was done with the
Gaussian98 program30 in these cases). As in ref 12, all-electron
calculations used the BIII type basis31,32 for the lighter atoms,
with basis sets by Fægri33 for the heavier elements in an
analogous BIII-type contraction (denoted as FIII). Scalar
relativistic ECPs and corresponding SO-ECPs for Ga, In, Rh
(small-core definition), as well as for Br and I (7-valence-
electron treatment) were taken from refs 14-17.
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The effective one-electron/one-center mean-field SO operators
were computed with the AMFI program.34 In cases where ECPs
and SO-ECPs were used on the heavy atoms, AMFI SO
operators were employed on the light atoms. Details on and
the excellent performance of the AMFI approximation have been
discussed for various other magnetic resonance parameters, such
as SO corrections to NMR chemical shifts35 and electronicg
tensors.36

In the case of metal carbonyl and manganese complexes,
molecular structures used for the hyperfine structure calculations
were taken from experiment where available. Where not, the
DFT-optimized structures of ref 2 were used. Structures of Cu
complexes have been optimized in unrestricted Kohn-Sham
calculations with the BP86 functional using the Turbomole 5.6
program37 and TZVP basis sets38 for all atoms. The Coulomb
term was approximated by the resolution of the identity (RI)
method (density fitting with a TZVP auxiliary basis set).39 We
verified that the structures (Cartesian coordinates available as
Supporting Information Table 6S) obtained are closely similar
to those used by Neese.10 Structures of the series of diatomics
studied are those employed and discussed in ref 12.

All HFC tensor results are reported in megahertz.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Carbonyl Complexes: Comparison to Semiempirical
SO Corrections.In Table 1, comparison is made for a number
of carbonyl complexes to first-order NR results of ref 2,
augmented by semiempirical SO corrections. Both the BP86
GGA functional and the hybrid B3PW91 functional have been
used. As expected, the anisotropic part of the NR HFC tensor
(due to the spin-dipolar interaction) of the HFC tensor is
relatively insensitive to spin polarization. Differences between
the GGA and the hybrid functionals are thus small (Table 1).
Explicitly computed SO corrections to the anisotropic part are
small but reduce the deviation from experiment in all cases.
The semiemprical SO corrections from ref 2 appear too large
relative to the present results in all four cases.

As found previously,2,3 the NR contribution (FC term) to the
isotropic HFC is much more sensitive to the functional, as it
depends crucially on the description of spin polarization. The
B3PW91 hybrid functional provides more core-shell spin
polarization and thus produces more negative spin density at
the metal nucleus than the BP86 GGA (61Ni has a negative
nuclearg value, and the overall HFC exhibits thus a reversed

sign). The SO corrections are also larger at B3PW91 level,
consistent with the B3LYP vs BP86 comparison of Neese.10

Overall, the B3PW91 results appear to agree well with experi-
ment when including the explicit B3PW91 SO corrections. For
the isotropic HFCs, the semiempirical SO corrections applied
in ref 2 appear in all cases exaggerated and produce overall
worse agreement with experiment compared to the corrections
computed here explicitly. As discussed previously,2,3 this may
partly be due to the neglect of hybridization between metal d,
s, and p orbitals, the use of Mulliken analyses in estimating d
populations, and other approximations used in applying the
classical perturbation formulas. In particular, we had argued that
the SO correction for [Mn(CO)5] is probably overestimated due
to the small coefficient of the dz2 orbital in the SOMO.2,3 This
is confirmed by the present, much smaller SO corrections.
Similarly, the SO corrections were thought to be too large for
[Ni(CO)3H], as confirmed by the present results. Significantly
smaller SO corrections in the present, more quantitative treat-
ment are also obvious for [Co(CO)4].

4.2. Copper Complexes.Neese has studied a number of
different copper complexes with O, N, and S ligands to validate
his approach for calculating HFC tensors with semiempirical
SO operators, using the BP86 and B3LYP functionals.10 Here
we used our own approach with the BP86 GGA functional and
the B3PW91 hybrid functional for the same set of species (see
Table 2).

In these complexes, SO corrections are obviously of the same
order of magnitude as the NR contributions. Their inclusion is
thus absolutely mandatory for accurate calculations of the metal
HFC tensors. Scalar relativistic effects, which are not incorpo-
rated here, are expected to give additionally contributions in
the range of 5-10%.40

With SO corrections taken into account, results with hybrid
functionals are a significant improvement over the GGA results
when compared to experiment, both in the present study and in
Neese’s investigation (the sign of the experimentalA tensor
was not determined in all cases but is always negative where
known). This is due to enhanced core-shell spin-polarization
contributions to the FC term (cf. ref 2), but also to enhanced
SO contributions. The general improvement of the agreement
with experiment by inclusion of SO corrections is shown clearly
for both isotropic and dipolar components of the HFC tensors
in Figures 1 and 2, albeit this improvement is far less obvious
when using the BP86 GGA functional (Figure 1) than with the

TABLE 1: Metal Hyperfine Coupling Tensors (MHz) in Carbonyl Complexesa

isotropic part dipolar (anisotropic) part

complex AFC APC total exp Adip Adip,2 total exp

[Co(CO)4] ref 2 BP86 -11 70b 58 -47.8,-52(1)42 152 -42b 110 11042

B3PW91 -75 70b 5 146 -42b 102
this work BP86 -12 31 19 151 -14 137

B3PW91 -73 48 -25 144 -18 126
[Ni(CO)3H] ref 2 BP86 22 -27b -4 9.0(2)43 -50 16b -33 -44.0(2)43

B3PW91 34 -27b 7 -57 16b -40
this work BP86 15 -8 7 -50 4 -46

B3PW91 23 -15 8 -56 6 -50
[Fe(CO)5]+ ref 2 BP86 0 5b 5 -2.244 18 -3b 15 15.444

B3PW91 -5 5b 0 19 -3b 16
this work BP86 0 2 2 18 -1 17

B3PW91 -5 3 -2 19 -2 17
[Mn(CO)5] ref 2 BP86 3 21b 24 -2.8, 0.6, 5.645 96 -13b 83 90(8)-92(6)45

B3PW91 -12 21b 9 96 -13b 83
this work BP86 6 2 8 96 -2 94

B3PW91 -4 2 -2 95 -2 93

a (15s11p6d)/[9s7p4d] basis set for the metal atoms, BIII basis sets for the main group elements.b Semiempirical estimates of SO corrections.
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B3PW91 hybrid functional (Figure 2). No problems with spin
contamination are encountered, and thus the use of hybrid
functionals appears to be justified.

Though our BP86 results agree closely with those of Neese,
our B3PW91 data deviate notably from his B3LYP results,
particularly for the isotropic component. In general our B3PW91
data for these tensor components appear to be in better
agreement with experiment, whereas the dipolar components
are similar (see Table 2). Closer inspection reveals that the
differences arise mainly from the FC term and not so much
from the SO corrections. Though we have used slightly different

basis sets than Neese, a number of test calculations with his
preferred basis set combinations indicated only minor differ-
ences. Additional B3LYP calculations (see Supporting Informa-
tion Table 5S) showed that our better agreement with experiment
reflects an overall somewhat better performance of the B3PW91
functional for the FC term compared to B3LYP. Similar,
moderate effects of correlation functionals in transition metal
HFC calculations have been noted in previous work.2

Figure 3 plots Neese’s SO corrections (PC and “dip,2”
contribution) against ours at the B3PW91 level. The overall good
agreement confirms an adequate choice of the semiempirical

TABLE 2: Metal Hyperfine Coupling Tensors for Various Copper Complexesa

isotropic part dipolar (anisotropic) part

complexb AFC APC total expc Adip Adip,2 total expc

[Cu(acac)2] ref 10
BP86 -271 88 -163 -400, 198, 203 83,-38,-44 -317, 160, 159
B3LYP -339 129 -210 -487, 241, 246 118,-57,-61 -369, 184, 185
this work: -22346 -327, 163, 163
BP86 -265 70 -195 -346, 172, 175 67,-32,-35 -280, 139, 141
B3PW91 -366 110 -256 -461, 225, 237 101,-49,-53 -360, 175, 185

[Cu(NH3)4]2+ ref 10
BP86 -280 82 -198 -419, 210, 210 75,-37,-37 -344, 173, 173
B3LYP -340 113 -227 -478, 239, 239 102,-51,-51 -357, 178, 178
this work: -24347 -343, 172, 172
BP86 -268 87 -181 -387, 193, 193 77,-38,-39 -310, 155, 155
B3PW91 -348 126 -222 -468, 229, 239 111 ,-54,-57 -357, 174, 182

[Cu(dtc)2] ref 10
BP86 -198 41 -157 -278, 138, 141 37,-18,-17 -241, 120, 124
B3LYP -257 56 -201 -322, 153, 163 50,-26,-25 -272, 127, 138
this work: -23648 -240, 111, 129
BP86 -218 51 -167 -257, 127, 130 46,-24,-22 -211, 104, 108
B3PW91 -309 72 -237 -311, 154, 157 66,-34,-32 -245, 120, 125

[Cu(KTS)] ref 10
BP86 -223 56 -167 -325, 162, 163 47,-26,-22 -278, 136, 141
B3LYP -292 81 -211 -387, 192, 195 70,-37,-33 -317, 155, 162
this work: -26349 -306, 153, 153
BP86 -239 68 -171 -327, 162, 165 58,-30,-28 -269, 132, 137
B3PW91 -331 100 -231 -403, 198, 205 86,-44,-42 -317, 154, 163

[Cu(en)2]2+ ref 10
BP86 -280 78 -202 -395, 197, 198 72,-36,-36 -323, 161, 162
B3LYP -347 109 -238 -458, 228, 229 100,-49,-50 -358, 179, 179
this work: -25847 -350, 175, 175
BP86 -288 79 -209 -386, 193, 192 71,-36,-35 -314, 157, 157
B3PW91 -379 112 -267 -455, 226, 229 102,-50,-52 -354, 176, 178

[Cu(gly)2] ref 10
BP86 -229 79 -150 -391, 176, 215 74,-31,-43 -317, 145, 172
B3LYP -315 116 -199 -472, 203, 270 105,-42,-64 -367, 161, 206
this work: -20547 -324, 162, 162
BP86 -243 74 -169 -361, 159, 202 67,-28,-39 -294, 131, 163
B3PW91 -344 113 -231 -460, 189, 271 101,-38,-64 -359, 151, 208

[Cu(iz)4]2+ ref 10
BP86 -233 93 -140 -404, 199, 205 84,-42,-41 -320, 157, 164
B3LYP -291 133 -158 -483, 238, 245 118,-59,-59 -365, 179, 186
this work: -17947 -357, 179, 179
BP86 -237 93 -143 -389, 194, 195 83,-42,-41 -306, 152, 154
B3PW91 -312 137 -175 -476, 237, 239 120,-61,-59 -356, 177, 179

[Cu(mnt)2] 2- ref 10
BP86 -191 37 -154 -267, 132, 136 31,-17,-15 -236, 115, 121
B3LYP -252 53 -199 -323, 163, 160 47,-22,-24 -276, 141, 136
this work: -23850 -244, 121, 124
BP86 -203 40 -163 -257, 126, 130 35,-18,-17 -222, 108, 114
B3PW91 -291 57 -234 -311, 154, 157 51,-26,-25 -260, 128, 133

[Cu(sac)2] ref 10
BP86 -215 79 -136 -402, 187, 215 68,-27,-42 -334, 160, 173
B3LYP -275 112 -163 -486, 240, 246 98,-43,-54 -388, 197, 192
this work: -22751 -328, 164, 164
BP86 -250 84 -166 -394, 199, 195 75,-42,-33 -319, 157, 162
B3PW91 -337 124 -213 -478, 240, 238 107,-58,-50 -371, 183, 188

a MAG-ReSpect calculations, (15s11p6d)/[9s7p4d] basis set for Cu, BII basis sets for the main group elements.b For Cartesian coordinates of
the complexes, see Supporting Information (Table 5S).c The sign of the experimentalA tensor was not determined in all cases but is always
negative where known. Therefore the signs of the experimentalA tensors were adapted to the calculated ones.
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SO parameters by Neese for the 3d metal copper. The advantage
of our approach lies in the fact that no parametrization is needed.
Thus, the present method is more flexible regarding its use
throughout the periodic table, and it should perform also more
uniformly when the bonding situation covers a wide range (and
thus the SO coupling may become quite different from the
atomic state chosen for a particular semiempirical parametriza-
tion).

4.3. Manganese Complexes.In view of the importance of
manganese complexes in bioinorganic chemistry and in molec-
ular magnetism, three manganese complexes were also included
in the study: The low-spin [Mn(CN)5NO2]2- and [Mn(CO)5]
(S) 1/2) and the high-spin [Mn(H2O)6]2+ (S) 5/2). Compared
to the copper complexes SO corrections play smaller role in
this case (see Table 3). They are by 1 or 2 orders of magnitudes
smallerthantheFCanddipolarcontributions.For[Mn(CN)5NO2]2-,
calculations with the B3PW91 hybrid functional suffer from
large spin contamination (S2 ) 1.465), and the results have thus
to be viewed with care. In the other two complexes, no problems

occur with spin contamination, and the B3PW91 hybrid
functional improves agreement with experiment over the BP86
results (see also ref 2).

4.4. Use of SO-ECPs on Heavy Atoms.As in ref 12, we
have also considered the use of SO-ECPs as a means to
incorporate both SR and SO effects for the HFC tensors of light
nuclei in the neighborhood of heavy atoms. Due to the nodeless
character of the pseudovalence orbitals obtained, this procedure
is not straightforwardly applicable to the calculation of HFC
tensors of the heavy atom itself. Table 4 shows a comparison
of SO-ECP and all-electron results for the light nuclei (indcated
by the italic letters) in six diatomics (GaO, InO, RhC, NBr, NI,
IO2). The BP86 results are compared to the deMon calculations
of ref 12, in which Coulomb and exchange-correlation potential
were fitted by auxiliary basis sets, in contrast to the present
work. In addition, we provide also results of B3PW91 calcula-
tions.

First of all, we note that the agreement between all-electron
and ECP calculations is as found in ref 12, thus validating the

Figure 1. BP86 results for metal hyperfine tensors (MHz) of copper complexes: (a) Isotropic contributionAiso; (b) dipolar contributionAdip

(parallel component). Circles are NR results; squares include SO corrections. Straight lines indicate ideal agreement with experiment.

Figure 2. B3PW91 results for metal hyperfine tensors (MHz) of copper complexes: (a) Isotropic contributionAiso; (b) dipolar contributionAdip

(parallel component). Circles are NR results; squares include SO corrections. Straight lines indicate ideal agreement with experiment.
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SO-ECP implementation in our new code. The only appreciable
discrepancies between all-electron and ECP results are seen for
the FC contributions in InO and RhC. These differences have
been rationalized by SR effects, which are included in the ECP
calculations but not in the all-electron results.12 Overall, SO-
ECPs are an efficient alternative to an all-electron treatment
when heavy atoms are involved in a molecule and theA tensor
of a light atom is needed.

Agreement between the present BP86 results and those of
ref 12 is generally good for the NR contributions, even though
there are minor discrepancies in the FC term. This suggests that
the approximations of the deMon implementation (see introduc-
tion) did not affect the NR results dramatically. In contrast, the
SO contributions are notably larger for GaO and RhC, and
particularly for InO, in the present results. These differences
are due to the fact that in ref 12 Malkin’s sum-over-states density
functional perturbation theory correction terms23 were used,
whereas in the present work those correction terms were not
applied.

In going from the BP86 to the B3PW91 functional, the dipolar
and SO contributions increase moderately, whereas the FC term
is enhanced more notably, as found for transition metal systems.
However, in contrast to the latter, the overall comparison with
experiment is not generally improved by switching to the
B3PW91 hybrid functional. Indeed, the BP86 results appear to
be closer to experiment for GaO, InO, and RhC (SO-ECP results
in the latter two cases), whereas the B3PW91 results appear
overall superior for NBr and NI. We should note that experi-
mental data have been recorded either in matrix (GaO, InO,
RhC), in the gas-phase (NI, NBr), or embedded in a crystal (IO2).

5. Conclusions

Spin-orbit (SO) corrections to metal hyperfine coupling
tensors may be significant already for 3d metal complexes, as
amply confirmed by results for the series of copper complexes
investigated. In these cases, the addition of SO corrections brings
computed and experimental HFC tensors into excellent agree-
ment (at the B3PW91 hybrid DFT level). DFT combined with
second-order perturbation theory provides an efficient and
adequate tool to include SO effects into HFC tensor calculations,
provided the SO corrections are not too large for a perturbation
theoretical treatment. In particular, a treatment with an unre-
stricted Kohn-Sham state and perturbational inclusion of spin-
orbit coupling is well-suited to include spin polarization
straightforwardly.

The great advantage of the present implementation over
alternative ones2,9,10 is the use of accurate and efficient non-
empirical approximations to the microscopic SO Hamiltonian.
This allows a flexible and reliable treatment throughout the
Periodic Table and for very different bonding situations, whereas
semiempirical SO operators may be accurate in some cases but
difficult to parametrize in others. SO-ECPs on heavy atoms offer
a convenient way of including also heavy-atom scalar relativistic
effects in valence-only calculations when dealing with the HFC
tensors of light nuclei in the neighborhood of these heavy atoms.
Inclusion of scalar relativisticand SO effects for the HFCs of
the heavy nuclei themselves requires a suitable relativistic all-
electron approach. We are currently testing approaches based
on the Douglas-Kroll-Hess Hamiltonian to achieve this task.41

The perturbation theoretical treatment of SO effects based on a

Figure 3. Comparison between present work (AMFI approximation) and Neese’s results (semiempirical SO operators; see ref 10) for SO corrections
to metal HFC tensors (MHz) in copper complexes: (a) pseudocontact (PC) contribution; (b) anisotropic (dip, 2) contribution.

TABLE 3: Metal Hyperfine Coupling Tensors (MHz) for Manganese Complexesa

isotropic part dipolar (anisotropic) part

complex AFC APC total exp Adip Adip,2 total exp

[Mn(CN)5NO2]2- BP86 -148 -15 -164 -21852 -81 -2 -83 -11552

B3PW91 -258 -21 -279 -56 -3 -59
[Mn(CO)5] BP86 6 2 8 -2.8, 0.6, 5.645 96 -2 94 90(8)-92(6)45

B3PW91 -4 2 -2 95 -2 93
[Mn(H2O)6]2+ BP86 -163 -3 -166 -24553 0 0 0 053

B3PW91 -196 -3 -199 1 0 1

a MAG-ReSpect calculations, (15s11p6d)/[9s7p4d] basis set for Mn, BII basis sets for the main group elements.
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one-component wave function remains a valid option also in
this case (provided again that the SO effects are not too large).

In the case of transition metal complexes, we confirm Neese’s
observation that hybrid functionals tend to enhance the SO
contributions and lead to improved agreement with experiment
compared to GGA functionals. We emphasize, however, that
care has to be taken in cases where exact-exchange admixture
leads to appreciable spin contamination.2 Our present results
for main-group diatomics allow no general statement to be made

with respect to superior performance of one or the other type
of functionals.
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TABLE 4: Hyperfine Coupling Tensors (MHz) for Light Nuclei in Selected Diatomicsa

ANR ASO totalA tensor

molecule FC dip PC dip, 2 iso dip

GaO BP86, SOECP, deMonb 9.11 -81.25 5.84 -2.85 14.95 -84.09
BP86, AMFI, deMonb 9.89 -78.66 6.07 -3.00 15.96 -81.66
BP86, SOECP16 8.66 -81.35 7.91 -4.22 16.57 -85.57
BP86, AMFI 9.57 -78.58 8.26 -4.07 17.83 -82.65
B3PW91, SOECP16 14.40 -86.71 8.20 -4.63 22.61 -90.57
B3PW91, AMFI 15.92 -84.01 8.55 -4.10 24.47 -88.11
exp54 8.33 -76.7

InO BP86, SOECP, deMonb 4.97 -85.09 19.59 -9.35 24.56 -94.44
BP86, AMFI, deMonb 7.63 -78.25 19.01 -9.18 26.64 -87.43
BP86, SOECP16 5.24 -85.32 27.65 -13.53 32.88 -98.45
BP86, AMFI 7.27 -77.83 26.37 -12.89 33.63 -90.72
B3PW91, SOECP16 8.41 -92.04 31.49 -15.20 39.90 -106.75
B3PW91, AMFI 11.12 -85.53 30.03 -14.31 41.14 -99.84
exp54 34.7 -131.3

RhC BP86, SOECP, deMonb 63.79 17.66 3.06 -1.62 66.85 16.04
BP86, AMFI, deMonb 37.67 19.71 4.63 -2.39 42.30 17.32
BP86, SOECP13 64.18 16.65 3.51 -1.86 67.69 14.79
BP86, AMFI 37.75 19.22 5.97 -3.07 43.72 16.15
B3PW91, SOECP13 46.81 19.44 4.81 -2.54 51.62 16.90
B3PW91, AMFI 23.97 22.21 8.69 -4.44 32.67 17.77
exp55 66.3 11.3

NBr BP86, SOECP, deMonb 5.51 -20.25 1.21 -1.52 6.72 -21.77
BP86, AMFI, deMonb 5.47 -20.25 1.26 -1.58 6.73 -21.83
BP86, SOECP14 6.24 -20.77 1.41 -1.63 7.65 -22.40
BP86, AMFI 5.94 -20.24 1.42 -1.74 7.36 -21.98
B3PW91, SOECP14 11.14 -21.35 1.49 -1.51 12.63 -22.86
B3PW91, AMFI 10.76 -20.91 1.50 -1.61 12.26 -22.52
exp56 21.39 -20.63

NI BP86, SOECP, deMonb 2.98 -19.45 3.14 -3.61 6.12 -23.06
BP86, AMFI, deMonb 2.98 -19.40 3.06 -3.62 6.04 -23.02
BP86, SOECP14 2.94 -19.53 3.42 -3.98 6.36 -23.51
BP86, AMFI 3.52 -19.38 3.46 -4.07 6.96 -23.45
B3PW91, SOECP14 6.49 -20.01 3.69 -3.59 10.18 -23.60
B3PW91, AMFI 7.16 -19.96 3.71 -3.65 10.87 -23.61
exp57 20.44 -21.31

IO2 BP86, SOECP, deMonb,c -108.4 8.05 -100.3
-4.79 54.44 -7.73 -28.85 -12.52 25.10

53.95 20.80 75.23
BP86, AMFI, deMonb,c -106.3 8.19 -98.13

-4.96 53.71 -7.92 -28.85 -12.88 23.78
52.62 20.66 74.35

BP86, SOECP14 -108.9 0.29 -113.29
-4.65 54.55 -8.31 -38.10 -12.96 11.80

54.37 12.87 62.59
BP86, AMFI -105.83 8.74 -97.10

-5.47 52.71 -8.47 -30.99 -13.94 21.72
53.12 22.25 75.37

B3PW91, SOECP14 -112.74 13.04 -99.70
-13.35 56.70 -12.62 -32.57 -25.97 24.12

56.04 19.53 75.57
B3PW91, AMFI -110.26 12.94 -97.32

-14.16 55.13 -12.55 -33.61 -26.71 21.52
55.13 20.68 75.80

exp58 -64.5
-37.4 15.7

48.8

a Gaussian98 calculations for SCF part (ultrafine grid, option of the Gaussian98 program) and MAG calculations for HFC tensors, BIII basis sets
for the italic elements, FIII basis sets or Stuttgart pseudopotentials (in case of SOECP-calculations) as indicated for the other elements.b Previous
deMon calculations12 with fitting of electron density and exchange-correlation potential.c Small discrepancies in the sum ofAdip (NR-part) and
Adip,2 to Adip(total) are due to antisymmetric contributions toASO (cf. ref 12).
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